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The theoreti al investigation of spe tral fun tions and pseudogap in
systems with strongly orrelated ele trons is dis ussed, with the emphasis
on the single-band tJ model as relevant for super ondu ting uprates. The
eviden e for the pseudogap features from numeri al studies of the model
is presented. One of the promising methods to study spe tral fun tions is
the method of equations of motion. The latter an deal systemati ally with
the lo al onstraints and proje ted fermion operators inherent for strongly
orrelated ele trons. In the evaluation of the self energy the de oupling
of spin and single-parti le u tuations is performed. In an undoped antiferromagnet the method reprodu es the self onsistent Born approximation
(SCBA). For nite doping the approximation evolves into a paramagnon
ontribution whi h retains large in oherent ontribution in the hole part.
On the other hand, the ontribution of longer-range spin u tuations is
essential for the emergen e of the pseudogap. The latter shows up at low
doping in the ee tive trun ation of the large Fermi surfa e, redu ed ele tron density of states and at the same time redu ed quasiparti le density
of states at the Fermi level.
PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 72.15.v, 71.10.Fd
1. Introdu tion

One of the entral questions in the theory of strongly orrelated ele trons
is the nature of the ground state and of low energy ex itations. Experiments
in many novel materials with orrelated ele trons [1℄ reveal even in the `normal' metalli state striking deviations from the usual Fermi-liquid universality as given by the phenomenologi al Landau theory involving quasipar
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ti les (QP) as the well dened fermioni ex itations even in the presen e of
Coulomb intera tions. The fo us has been and still remains on super ondu ting uprates where there exists now an abundant and onsistent experimental eviden e for very anomalous low-energy properties [1℄, besides the
most evident open question of the origin of the high-T super ondu tivity.
In parti ular, the attention in the last de ade has been in reasingly devoted to the underdoped uprates, where experiments reveal hara teristi
`pseudogap' temperatures, whi h show up rossovers where parti ular properties hange quantitatively. As s hemati ally presented in Fig. 1, there
seems to be an indi ation for two rossover s ales T  [2℄ and Tsg [1℄. The
existen e of both is still widely debated, in parti ular whether both ould be
a manifestation of the same underlying me hanism. Nevertheless we refer
to them (as usually in the literature) as the (larger) pseudogap s ale T  and
the spin-gap s ale Tsg for the lower one.

Fig. 1. S hemati ele troni phase diagram of uprates.

The T  s ale [2℄ shows up learly as the maximum of the spin sus eptibility 0 (T = T  ) [3℄. The in-plane resistivity (T ) is linear  / T for
T > T  and de reases more steeply for T < T  . The same T  appears in the
anomalous T -dependen e of the Hall onstant RH (T ) for T < T  [1℄. For the
theoreti al onsiderations the most straightforward signature of pseudogap
is the redu tion of the spe i heat oe ient = CV =T below T  T  in
the underdoped uprates [4℄. Namely, within normal Fermi liquids dire tly
measures the quasiparti le (QP) density of states. The spin-gap rossover Tsg
has been identied in onne tion with the de rease of the NMR relaxation
rate 1=T1 for T < Tsg [1℄, related to the redu tion of low-energy spin ex i-
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tations. Even more striking is the observation of the leading-edge shift [5℄
in the angle-resolved photoemission spe tros opy (ARPES) measurements
at T > T , a feature interpreted as a d-wave SC gap persisting within the
normal phase.
It seems to some extent plausible that the T  rossover is related to the
onset of short-range antiferromagneti (AFM) orrelations for T < T  , sin e
(T ) in an undoped AFM has a maximum at T   2J=3 the temperature
orresponding to a gradual transition from a disordered paramagnet to the
one with short-range AFM orrelations. In this ontribution we on entrate
on our theoreti al results whi h onrm and explain the existen e of the
pseudogap in the model relevant for uprates, i.e. the tJ model on a 2D
square latti e. It should be however pointed out that there are also several
alternative theoreti al proposals, whi h do not dire tly invoke AFM spin
orrelations.
The single-parti le spe tral fun tion A( ; ! ) and its properties are of
ru ial importan e, sin e their full knowledge would essentially larify most
open questions on erning the anomalous hara ter of strongly orrelated
ele tron systems. In re ent years there has been an impressive progress
in ARPES experiments [1, 5, 6℄ (in parti ular for uprate materials) whi h
in prin iple yield a dire t information on A( ; ! ). In most investigated
Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 O2+Æ (BSCCO) [5℄ ARPES shows quite a well dened large
Fermi surfa e (FS) in the overdoped and optimally doped samples at T > T ,
whereby the low-energy behavior with in reasing doping in the overdoped
regime qualitatively approa hes (but does not in fa t rea h) that of the normal Fermi-liquid with underdamped quasiparti le (QP) ex itations. On the
other hand, in the underdoped BSCCO QP dispersing through the Fermi
surfa e (FS) are resolved by ARPES only in parts of the large FS, in parti ular along the nodal (0; 0)(;  ) dire tion [5,7℄, indi ating that the rest of the
large FS is trun ated [8℄, i.e. either fully or ee tively gaped. At the same
time near the (; 0) momentum ARPES reveals a hump at  100 meV [5,7℄,
whi h is onsistent with large pseudogap s ale T  . Spe tral properties for
La2 x Srx Cu2 O4 (LSCO), as revealed by ARPES [6℄ appear to some extent
dierent from BSCCO, presumably due to the ru ial role of stripe stru tures in the LSCO in the regime of intermediate doping. Still they again
reveal a trun ated FS at low-doping and even the existen e of QP along the
nodal dire tion.
The prototype single-band model relevant for uprates whi h takes expli itly into a ount strong orrelations is the tJ model, derived originally
by Chao, Spaªek and Ole± [9℄
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where fermioni operators are proje ted ones not allowing for the double
o upan y of sites, i.e.,
~yis = (1

ni;

y :

s ) is

(2)

Longer range hopping appears to be important for the proper des ription of
spe tral fun tion in uprates, in parti ular it is invoked to explain the differen e between ele tron-doped and hole-doped materials both in the shape
of the FS at optimum doping materials [10℄ as well as for the explanation
of the ARPES of undoped insulators [10, 11℄, we onsider besides tij = t for
the n.n. hopping also tij = t0 for the n.n.n. hopping on a square latti e.
Note that t0 < 0 for the hole-doped uprates.
There have been so far numerous theoreti al studies of the tJ model
on square latti e and related Hubbard model at large Coulomb repulsion
U  t , as relevant to uprates, using both analyti al approa hes as well as
numeri al te hniques for nite size systems. Still analyti al approximations
to spe tral properties have proved to be very deli ate, in parti ular with
respe t to the question of the emerging pseudogap at lower doping. So there
are mu h fewer studies whi h give some answers on latter questions within
mi ros opi models lose to uprates. The importan e of AFM spin orrelations for the emergen e of the (large) pseudogap is found in the numeri al
studies [1214℄ and in phenomenologi al model studies [15℄. The renormalization group studies of the Hubbard model [16℄ also reveal the instability
of the normal Fermi liquid lose to the half-lled band (insulator) and a
possible trun ation of the Fermi surfa e.
In the following we des ribe some eviden e for the pseudogap within the
tJ model obtained via nite-size studies and a novel approa h to spe tral
fun tions using the method of equations of motion.
2. Eviden e for the pseudogap from numeri al studies

We introdu ed some years ago a numeri al method, i.e. the nite-temperature Lan zos method (FTLM) [14, 17℄, whi h is parti ularly useful for
studying nite-size model systems of orrelated ele trons at T > 0. The
te hni al advantage of the method is that it is omparable in e ien y to
ground state al ulations. T > 0 results for stati and dynami al quantities
are of interest in themselves, allowing to follow the T -variation of properties
whereby some of them are meaningful only at T > 0, e.g. the entropy, the
spe i heat, the d. . resistivity et . On the other hand, the usage of nite
but small T > 0 represents a proper approa h to more reliable ground state
al ulations in small systems.
The most straightforward eviden e for a pseudogap within the planar
tJ model allowing the omparison with experiments appears in the uniform
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stati spin-sus eptibility 0 (T ) [14, 18℄. Results for various hole on entrations h = Nh =N in a system with N = 20 sites are presented in Fig. 2. It is
evident that the maximum T  being related to the AFM ex hange T   2J=3
in an undoped AFM gradually shifts down with doping and nally disappears at ` riti al' h = h  0:15. Obtained results are qualitatively as well
as quantitatively onsistent with experiments in uprates, e.g. LSCO [3℄.
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Another quantity relevant for omparison with the analyti al approa h
further on is the single-parti le density of states (DOS) N (! ) [13, 14℄. We
present in Fig. 3 numeri al results for DOS [19℄ as a fun tion of T for systems
with N = 18; 20 sites and two lowest nonzero meaningful hole on entrations
h  0:05; 0:11. At smallest h = 0:05 there is a pronoun ed pseudogap at
!  0 whi h loses with in reasing T  T   J . This again indi ates the
relation of this pseudogap with the AFM short-range orrelations whi h dissolve for T > J . On the other hand, the pseudogap loses also on in reasing
doping sin e it be omes barely visible at h  0:11.
3. Spe tral fun tions: equation-of-motion approa h

In our analyti al approa h we analyze the ele tron Green's fun tion dire tly for proje ted fermioni operators [20, 21℄,

G(k; !) = hh~ks; ~yksii! = i

1

Z

ei(!+)t hf~ks (t); ~yks g+ idt;

(3)

0

whi h is equivalent to the usual propagator within the allowed basis states of
the model. In the EQM method [22℄ one uses relations for general orrelation
fun tions
!hhA; B ii! = hfA; B g+ i + hh[A; H ℄; B ii!
(4)

k

applying them to the propagator G( ; ! ) [20,21℄ one an represent the latter
in the form
G( ; !) =
;
(5)
! +  k
( ; !)

k

k

where ,k an be expressed in terms of ommutators. It is important to
noti e that the renormalization
< 1 is already the onsequen e of the
proje ted basis,
=
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while k represents the `free' propagation emerging from EQM,

k =
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where j = + h 0  j i= and k = ( os kx + os ky )=2, k0 = os kx os ky .
The entral quantity for further onsideration is the self energy

 (k; !) = hhCks; Cksii!
+

irr

;

iCks = [~ks ; H ℄ k ~ks ;

(8)
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and only the `irredu ible' part of the orrelation fun tion should be taken
into a ount in the evaluation of . EQM enter in the evaluation of k
but even more important in Cks . We express the ommutator in variables
appropriate for a paramagneti metalli state with h i i = 0, and we get



S

[~ks ; H ℄ =

h

e

1

2

1
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where "0k = 4t k 4t0 k0 is the bare band energy, n
~ i = ni
an ee tive spin-fermion oupling,

mkq = 2J

e
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One important a hievement of the EQM approa h is that it naturally leads
to an ee tive oupling (not dire tly evident within the tJ model) between
fermioni and spin degrees of freedom, whi h are essential for proper des ription of low-energy physi s in uprates. Su h a oupling is e.g. assumed in
phenomenologi al models as the spin-fermion model [15, 23℄. The essential
dieren e in our ase is that mkq is strongly dependent on and just in
the vi inity of most relevant `hot' spots.

k

q

4. Self energy

4.1. Undoped AFM and short range AFM u tuations
It is quite helpful observation that in the ase of an undoped AFM our
treatment of and the spe tral fun tion reprodu es quite su essful SCBA
equations [24℄ for the Green's fun tion of a hole in an AFM. If we write
EQM in the oordinate spa e for ~is assuming the Néel state as the referen e
nis = 1, we get by onsidering only the t term,



i

X
d
~is  t
(Si + Sj )~j; s ;
dt
j n:n:i

(11)

where we have also formally repla ed ~js = ~j; s Sj . We note the similarity
of Eq. (11) to the ee tive spin-holon oupling within the SCBA approa h.
So we an follow the pro edure of the evaluation of AFM ( ; ! ) within the
SCBA in the linearized magnon theory [24℄
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where !q is the magnon dispersion and Mkq = 4t(uq k q + vq k ) is the
holon-magnon oupling whi h in general strong / t, but vanishes near the
AFM waveve tor = = (;  ).
The advantage of the representation of EQM, Eq. (11), expli itly in spin
and fermioni variables is that it allows the generalization to nite doping
h > 0. We assume that spin u tuations remain dominant at the AFM
waveve tor
with the hara teristi inverse AFM orrelation length  =
1=AFM . The latter seems to be the ase for BSCCO as well as YB2 Cu3 O6+x ,
but not for LSCO with pronoun ed stripe and spin-density stru tures [1℄.
For BSCCO and YBCO it is sensible to divide the spin u tuations into
two regimes with respe t to ~ =
: (a) For q~ >  spin u tuations are
paramagnons, they are propagating like magnons and are transverse to the
lo al AFM short-range spin. (b) For q~ <  spin u tuations are essentially
not propagating modes but riti ally overdamped so deviations from the
long range order are essential.
At nite doping ase we therefore generalize (at T = 0) Eq. (19) into the
paramagnon ontribution,

q Q

Q

q q Q

 (k; !) = N1

X

pm

k q; ! + !q )+ Mk

2
G (
[Mkq

q;q~>

2
+q ;q

G+ (k + q; ! !q )℄;

(13)

k

where G ( ; ! ) refer to the ele tron (! > 0) and hole-part (! < 0) of the
propagator, respe tively. We are dealing in Eq. (13) with a strong oupling
theory due to t > !q and a self onsistent al ulation of pm is required [21℄.
Also, resulting pm ( ; ! ) and A( ; ! ) as are at low doping quite asymmetri
+
with respe t to ! = 0, sin e G / (1
/ h.
h )=2  1=2 while G

 k



k

4.2. Longitudinal spin u tuations

At h > 0 the ele troni system is in a paramagneti state without an
AFM long-range order and besides the paramagnon ex itations also the oupling to longitudinal spin u tuations be ome ru ial. The latter restore the
spin rotation symmetry in a paramagnet and EQM (9) introdu e su h a spinsymmetri oupling. Within a simplest approximation that the dynami s of
fermions and spins is independent, we get

 (k ; ! ) =
lf

1

X

q

m
~ kq
2

Z Z

d!1 d!2



g(!1 ; !2 )

A~(k

q; ! )00 (q; ! ) ;
1

! !1 !2

2

(14)

where g (!1 ; !2 ) = (1=2)[th( !1 =2)+ th( !2 =2)℄ and  is the dynami al spin
sus eptibility. Quite analogous treatment has been employed previously in
the Hubbard model [25℄ and more re ently within the spin-fermion model
[15, 26℄.
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If we want to use the analogy with the spin-fermion Hamiltonian the
ee tive oupling parameter m
~ kq should satisfy m
~ k ;q = m
~ k q; q whi h is
in general not the ase with the form Eq. (10), therefore we use further on
instead the symmetrized oupling

m
~ kq = 2J

0
0
1
q + 2 ("k q + "k ) :

(15)

In ontrast to previous related studies of spin-fermion oupling [15, 25, 26℄,
however, m
~ kq is strongly dependent on both and . It is essential that in
the most sensitive parts of the FS, i.e., along the AFM zone boundary (`hot'
line) where k = j
j, the oupling is in fa t quite modest determined
0
solely by J and t . Also, in the regime lose to that of quasistati ( ; ! )
the simplest and also quite satisfa tory approximation is to insert for A~ the
unrenormalized A0 [15℄, the latter orresponding in our ase to the spe tral
fun tion without lf but with = pm .
In the present theory spin sus eptibility ( ; ! ) is taken as an input.
The system is lose to the AFM instability, so we assume spin u tuations
of the overdamped form [23℄

q

k

Q k



q

 

00 (q ; !) /

q
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(~
q2 + 2 )(!2 + !2 )

:

(16)

Nevertheless, the appearan e of the pseudogap and the form of the FS are not
strongly sensitive to the parti ular form of 00 ( ; ! ) at given hara teristi
 and ! .

q

5. Pseudogap

We rst establish some hara teristi features of the pseudogap and the
development of the FS following a simplied analysis. We note that pm
indu es a large in oherent omponent in the spe tral fun tions at !  0
and renormalizes the ee tive QP band relevant to the behavior at !  0
and at the FS [21℄. It an also lead to a transition of a large FS into a small
hole-po ket-like FS at very small h < h  1. Nevertheless, the pseudogap
an appear only via lf . Therefore we here take into a ount pm only via
an ee tive band "ef
k . The input spe tral fun tion for lf is thus









(17)
A0ef (k; !) = Zkef Æ(! +  "efk ) :
ussion to T = 0 and to the regime of intermediate (not
where "ef
k denes a large FS. The simplest ase is the

We restri t our dis
too small) doping,
quasi-stati and single-mode approximation (QSA) whi h is meaningful if
!  t;   1, where we get

GQSA (k; !) =

Zkef (! "efk Q )
ef
(! "ef
k Q )(! "k )

k :
2

(18)
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The spe tral fun tion shows in this approximation two bran hes of
separated by the gap whi h opens along the AFM zone boundary =
and the relevant (pseudo)gap s ale is

k k

k

PG

0 k



= j kAFM j =

Zkef p
rsj2J

4t0 os2 kx j:

2

E,
AFM

(19)

does not depend on t, but rather on smaller J and in parti ular t0 . For
t < 0 the gap is largest at (; 0), onsistent with experiments [5, 7℄.
QSA yields a full gap orresponding, e.g., to the ase of a long-range
AFM state. Within the simplied ee tive band approa h, Eq. (17), it is
not di ult to evaluate numeri ally lf beyond the QSA, by taking expli itly
00 ( ; !), Eq. (16), with  > 0 and !  2J. For illustration, we present
results hara teristi for the development of spe tral fun tions varying two
most sensitive parameters  and , whi h both simulate the variation with
doping, e.g. one an  take in a ordan e with experiments [1℄ and numeri al
p .
results on the tJ model [27℄ as  
h
In Fig. 3 we present results for A( ; ! = 0) at T = 0 for a broad range
of  = 0:01 0:6. Curves in fa t display the ee tive FS determined by
the ondition G 1 ( F ; 0)  0. At the same time, intensities A( ; ! = 0)
orrespond to the QP weight ZF at the FS. At very small  = 0:01 we see
a small (hole-po ket) FS whi h follows from the QSA, Eq. (18). Already
  0:05 destroys the `shadow' side of the po ket, i.e., the solution G 1 = 0
on the latter side disappears. On the other hand, in the gap emerge now
QP solutions with very weak ZF  1 whi h re onne t the FS into a large
one. We are dealing nevertheless with ee tively trun ated FS with well
developed ar s. The ee t of larger  is essentially to in rease ZF in the
gapped region, in parti ular near (; 0). Finally, for large  = 0:6 orresponding in uprates to the optimal doping or overdoping, ZF is essentially
only weakly de reasing towards (; 0) and the FS is well pronoun ed and
on ave as naturally expe ted for t0 < 0.
We note in Fig. 4 that ex ept at extreme  = 0:01 we get a large FS,
whereby in the `underdoped' regime  <   0:5 the QP weight ZF is
substantial only within pronoun ed `ar s' and very small along the `gapped'
FS where ZF  1. Still, su h a situation orresponds to a Fermi liquid, although a very strange one, where QP ex itations exist everywhere along the
FS and hen e determine the low-energy properties of the `normal' metalli
state.
It is quite remarkable to noti e that in spite of ZF  1 the QP velo ity
vF is not diminished within the pseudogap. In fa t it an be even enhan ed,
as seen in Fig. 5 where the ontour plot of A( ; ! ) is shown. Again, it is
well evident in Fig. 5 that QP is well dened at the FS, while it be omes
fuzzy at ! 6= 0 merging with the solutions Ek , respe tively, away from the
PG
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k
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Fig. 4. Contour plot of spe tral fun tions A(k; !
quarter of the Brillouin zone.

= 0)

at T

=0

for various  in one

FS. The ee t of large vF in the pseudogap, whi h is essential for the low-T
thermodynami s, an be only explained with a ru ial dependen e of .
Assuming that enters only via "( ) we an express vF renormalization as

k

k

k



 0
2 :
  0 ZF
vF
(20)
;

=
1
+
" Z ef
" !=0 w(! + w)
vkef
While ZF =Z ef  1 in the same ase,   0 =" ompensates or even leads to
an enhan ement of vF . In the ase ! w  2 we get
vF ! 2J
(21)
  :
vkef w vk




Final vF is therefore not strongly renormalized, sin e 2J and vkef are of similar
order. Furthermore, vF is enhan ed in the parts of FS where vkef is small, in
parti ular near (; 0) point. The situation is thus very dierent from `lo al'
theories where ( ; ! )  (! ) and the QP velo ity is governed only by
ZF . In our ase the `nonlo al' hara ter of ( ; !) is essential in order to
properly des ribe QP within the pseudogap region.
P
From A( ; ! ) we an al ulate the DOS N (! ) = (2=N ) k A( ; ! ). At
the Fermi energy !  0 and low T one an express the DOS also as (assuming
the existen e of QP around the FS),

k
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Fig. 5. Contour plot of spe tral fun tions A(k; !
gap regime.

= 0)

a ross the FS in the pseudo-

The ontribution will ome mostly from FS ar s near the zone diagonal while
the gapped regions near (; 0) will ontribute less due to Z ( F )  1. Results in Fig. 6(a) show the development of N (0) with . As expe ted the
DOS de reases with de reasing  simulating the approa h to an undoped
AFM. The DOS is measured in uprates via angle integrated photoemission
spe tros opy, e.g. for LSCO in [28℄, as well as via the s anning tunneling
mi ros opy (STM) [29℄. Our results are qualitatively onsistent with these
experiments (showing N (0) s aling with doping) as well as with numerial results on the tJ model [13, 14℄, as shown in Fig. 3. It is well possible that within photoemission experiments the matrix elements are essential, so we present in Fig. 6(a) also results weighted by the matrix element
w( ) = ( os kx os ky )2 , whi h originates from the interplanar hopping
as proposed for the -axis ondu tivity [30℄. Su h weighted results show a
stronger dependen e on doping due to enhan ed inuen e of the pseudogap
region near (; 0), whi h ould be even loser to experimental ndings [28℄.
In Fig. 6(b) we show also the average Zav along the FS, as well as the QP
DOS, dened as
I
1
NQP = 22 vd(SkF) :
(23)

k

k

The de rease Zav has similar dependen e at the DOS N (0). It is however
quite important to noti e that smaller doping (de reasing ) leads also to a
de rease of NQP . This is onsistent with the observation of the pseudogap
also in the spe i heat in uprates [4℄, sin e NQP / = CV =T . We note
here that su h a behavior is not at all evident in the vi inity of a metalinsulator transition [1℄. Namely, in a Fermi liquid with (nearly onstant)
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large FS one an drive the metal-insulator transition by Zav ! 0. Within
an assumption of a lo al hara ter (! ) this would also lead to vF ! 0 and
onsequently via Eq. (23) to NQP ! 1. Clearly, the essential dieren e in
our ase is that within the pseudogap regime ( ; ! ) is nonlo al, allowing
for a large (not redu ed or even enhan ed) velo ity within the pseudogap
regime, hen e a simultaneous de rease of N (0) and NQP .



k

It is also important to understand the role of nite T > 0. The most
pronoun ed ee t is on QP in the pseudogap part of the FS. The main
on lusion is that weak QP peak with ZF  1 at T = 0, as seen e.g. in
Fig. 5, is not just broadened but entirely disappears (be omes in oherent)
already at very small T > Ts  J , e.g. Ts  0:02 t for the situation in
Fig. 5. This an explain the puzzle that ARPES experiments in fa t do not
observe any QP peak near (; 0) in the underdoped regime at T > T [5, 7℄.
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6. Con lusions

In this paper we have presented our results for spe tral fun tions and the
pseudogap within the tJ model, whi h is the prototype model for strongly
orrelated ele trons and for super ondu ting uprates in parti ular. Here we
rst omment on the validity of the model and results in a broader perspe tive of strange metals and materials lose to the metal-insulator transition.
The physi s of the tJ model at lower doping levels is determined by the
interplay between the magneti ex hange (dominating the undoped AFM
insulator) and the itinerant kineti energy of fermions (being dominant at
least in the overdoped regime). Sin e itinerant fermions prefer a ferromagneti state, the quantum state at the intermediate doping is frustrated, the
quantum frustration showing up in large entropy, pronoun ed spin u tuations, non-Fermi liquid ee ts et . Evidently, this is one path towards the
metal-insulator transition, but denitely not the only one possible. In this
situation, fermioni and spin degrees of freedom are oupled but both a tive
and relevant for low-energy properties. This is just the main ontent and
assumption of the presented theory for spe tral fun tions and the pseudogap.
The EQM approa h to dynami al properties seem to be promising sin e it
an treat exa tly the onstraint whi h is essential for the physi s of strongly
orrelated ele trons. It has been re ently also applied by present authors to
the analysis of spin u tuations and olle tive magneti modes at low T . Our
approximation for the self energy within the EQM approa h deals with the
normal paramagneti state and treats the model as a oupled system (with
derived ee tive oupling) of fermions with spin u tuations, where lose to
the AFM ordered state both transverse and longitudinal spin u tuations
are important. Other ontributions should be onsidered, e.g., the oupling
to pairing u tuations, in order to treat the super ondu ting state.
In this paper we present only the results of the simplied pseudogap
analysis. The results of full self- onsistent treatment are qualitatively similar
[21℄. Within the present theory the origin of the pseudogap feature is in
the oupling to longitudinal spin u tuations near the AFM waveve tor
whi h determine the QP properties in the `hot' region, i.e. near the AFM
zone boundary. The pseudogap opens predominantly in the same region
and its extent is dependent on J and t0 but not dire tly on t. Evidently the
pseudogap bears a similarity to a d-wave-like dependen e along the FS (for
t0 < 0) being largest near the (; 0) point. The strength of the pseudogap
features depends mainly on . It is important to note that apart from
extremely small  we are still dealing with a large FS. Still, at  <   0:5
parts of the FS near (=2; =2) remain well pronoun ed while the QP weight
within the pseudogap part of the FS are strongly suppressed, in parti ular
near zone orners (; 0).

Q
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The QP within the pseudogap have small weight ZF  1 but not diminished (or even enhan ed) vF , whi h is the ee t of the nonlo al hara ter of
( ; ! ). A onsequen e is that QP within the pseudogap ontribute mu h
less to QP DOS NQP . This ould be plausible explanation of a well known
theoreti al hallenge that approa hing the magneti insulator both DOS,
i.e. N (0) and NQP vanish.
We presented results for T = 0, however the extention to T > 0 is
straightforward. Dis ussing only the ee t on the pseudogap, we noti e that
it is mainly ae ted by . So we an argue that the pseudogap should be
observable for ( h ; T ) <   0:5. This ee tively determines the rossover
temperature T  ( h ). In the region of interest  is nearly linear in both T
and h so we would get approximately

k

T   T0 (1

h

= h ) ;

(24)

where T0  0:6J and h  0:15.
As des ribed in previous se tions, several features of our theory, regarding the development of spe tral fun tions, Fermi surfa e and pseudogap, are
at least qualitatively onsistent with experimental results of normal state
properties in uprates. However, further study within the present formalism
is ne essary in order to explore possible loser quantitative agreement with
experiments as well as the emergen e of super ondu tivity within the same
model.
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